
1. Bouteloua gracilis 
    ‘Blonde Ambition’

1. Small to Medium Riprap 1. Agastache foeniculum
2. Echinops ‘Veitch’s Blue’

Flowering Mix #1 Flowering Mix #2 Flowering Mix #3Ornamental GrassRock

1. Cosmos ‘Sonata White’
2. Veronicastrum virginicum

1. Achillea millefolium ‘Pink’
2. Echinacea purpurea 
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The word origin of métissage comes from the Latin mixticius, meaning the 
weaving of a cloth from different fibres.

Textiles are a physical expression of cultural mixing, showcasing the rich history and 
diversity of Canada. Beginning with the weavings of the First Nations peoples, textile 
traditions in Canada have been enriched and influenced by each wave of immigrants 
whose own styles and methods were brought from their homelands. 

Weaving and textile design is an under-utilized source of inspiration for the design 
of gardens and landscapes. ‘Warp & Weft’ is a creative exploration using 
the fundamentals and methods of weaving as an organizational system 
for the design and construction of this festival garden. Drawing on the writings and 
designs of Anni Albers, a Bauhaus-trained textile artist and designer who’s 
influenced generations of modern weavers, ‘Warp & Weft’ employs a traditional 
weaving language of forming a fabric through the interlacing of a rigid set of parallel 
threads (warp) with a mobile set (weft) that traverse each other at right angles. 

‘Warp & Weft’ showcases the rhythmic structuring of the garden’s ground plane and 
canopy through the fundamentals and methods of weaving.

Anni Albers: fabric sample Anni Albers: weaving diagrams Diagrammatic View Looking North
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1. Ground

2. Paths

3. Frame

4. Canopy
- colored rope

- 2” dia. steel tubes
- scaffolding clamps

- warp (e-w): steel grating
- weft (n-s): wood planks

- warp (e-w): rock/riprap
- weft (n-s): plants
- perimeter: 6x6 timber

Section

Textile design provided Anni Albers 
with the means to create a multitude of 
possibilities using the traditional process 
of weaving. This fundamental system 
was open to almost endless permutation 
and difference. 

‘Warp & Weft’ is an exploration of 
how weaving can influence the design of 
both gardens and landscape structures.

Detail Plan at Woven Canopy


